
prudence (0601111)lamic Introduction to Is 

Princples of the science of law (0601100):  

This course deals with tackling law theory , definition of law , its necessity , characteristics of 

legal rule , sorts of legal rules , source of law , interpretation of law , scope of application of  

law .Definition of right , its definition , its sorts and its bases . 

(0601210):  History of law  

This course deals with the origins of ancient doctrines and its evolution through different 

historical decades such as heaven rules in ancient Egypt , china , India and iraq , and also 

deals with the evolution of roman law and study of the history of Islamic law and a reference 

to modern legal systems such as latin and anglo – sa xon  systems . 

nomics (0601228):cial law (for students of faculty of ecorComme 

This subject deals with the definition of commercial law , its history study of the theory of 

commercial acts , commercial contracts , Jordanian law of companies ,banckruptcy system 

and commercial papers ,its legal system , bank transactions . 

Interpreta.on of legal rules(06061213): 

This course aims at acquainting the students with proper rules applied in the interpretation 

of legal provisions and law to deal with those rules to be able to understand law and its 

application properly.  

egal comparisons  L 

This course aims at making a comparison between certain branches of private law observed 

by Islamic law, its counterpart of law of other countries reveal its evolution and its status 

between different laws. 

tions :Research in judiciary applica 

This course deals with the mechanism of law to writ   legal research  and its application by 

students on judiciary decision in a form of analytical and getting  deep studies . 

Islamic criminal law :  

This course deals with studying principles of Islamic law concerning crime and pumishment 

and the means of Islamic law protecting and immunizing the society against crime. definition 

of crime and its sorts such as doctrinal provision crimes punishment , chastisement     and 

methods of proof and peraltico for each and reasons of penalty's lapse .  

Origin of doctrin (3credit hours)    (0402264) 

this subject deals with an introduction to legal evidences agreed upon in addition to positive 

rules . 

 



introduction to law   

theory of law (1001111) : 

this deals with definition of law , characteristics of legal rules divisions of law , sources of law 

, its interpretation and the scope of its application . 

theory of right : definition of right ,its sorts , persons ,legal protection of right . 

 

sources of obliga.on (1001112): 

This subject deals with sources of obligation, concept of contract and the individual action .   

  

 

 

 

 


